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Today engineering and technology have become important factors in global
competitiveness. Under a fierce competitive environment, engineering and
technology managers are forced to achieve marketable results by focusing on
areas such as speed, quality, and cost. This can only be achieved through
effective planning, organization, and integration of rather complex multidisciplinary
activities across functional lines, a great amount of people skills,
and effective integration of new knowledge. More specifically, it basically
means that an effective knowledge of engineering and technology management
is absolutely essential for the survival of business and the maintenance
of national prosperity in today’s fiercely competitive global economy.

Today, there are a large number of books available on engineering
management and technology management, but—to the best of my knowledge—
there is none that emphasizes tools and applications such as concurrent
engineering, reengineering, value engineering, reverse engineering, total
quality management (TQM), configuration management, software engineering
management, and information technology (IT) management. Knowledge
in these areas is considered essential for engineers and other technical professionals
to manage today’s business activities effectively.
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Structural Investigation of Historic Buildings: A Case Study Guide to Preservation Technology for Buildings, Bridges, Towers and MillsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A toolkit for giving our historic built environment a second life

Conservation of our existing structures has obvious economic and social value. Moreover, historic structures provide an excellent laboratory for studying aspects of structural engineering, materials science, forensic engineering, and building design. Structural...
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CCNP Remote Access Study Guide Exam 640-505 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
With organizations diverging in ever-increasing numbers from the "big  central headquarters" organizational model and relying more on geographically  distributed work centers, wide area networking (WAN) experts now are in greater  demand than ever before. To prove that you're an expert in WAN connectivity, get your  Cisco Certified...
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Cambridge Handbook of Strategy as PracticeCambridge University Press, 2010

	The Cambridge Handbook of Strategy as Practice provides the first comprehensive overview of an emerging and growing stream of research in strategic management. An international team of scholars has been assembled to produce a systematic introduction to the various epistemological, methodological and theoretical aspects of the...
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Pro Tools 101 Official Courseware, Version 9.0Course Technology PTR, 2011

	PRO TOOLS 101 OFFICIAL COURSEWARE takes a comprehensive approach to learning the fundamentals of Pro Tools systems. Now updated for Pro Tools 9 software, this new edition from the definitive authority on Pro Tools covers everything you need to know to complete a Pro Tools project. Learn to build sessions that include multitrack recordings of...
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Electronic Devices (Conventional Current Version) (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Electronic Devices  (CONVENTIONAL CURRENT VERSION) , Ninth Edition,  provides a solid foundation in basic analog electronics and a thorough introduction to analog integrated circuits and programmable devices. The text identifies the circuits and components within a system, helping...
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Telephone Surveys in Europe: Research and PracticeSpringer, 2012

	The first part of this book deals with the coverage of landline and mobile phones in Europe. It presents an overview of the coverage and the use of phones as well as the resulting strategies for telephone surveys. The second part addresses the challenge of so-called “mobileâ€�only” households for survey research. Numerous...
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